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Creedence Clearwater Revisited, Thunder Mountain Amphitheatre, Loveland, July 19, 2007. 

 

By Tim Van Schmidt 

 

Some music transcends the writer and the group that originally recorded it and that was more 

than evident at Thunder Mountain Amphitheatre for the upbeat, satisfying romp by Creedence 

Clearwater Revisited on July 19.  

 

Sure, original Creedence Clearwater Revival members Stu Cook and Doug “Cosmo” Clifford 

were the core of this unit, rounded out by new musicians with some new energy, and their 

performance was plenty spirited, but the real fireworks last night came from the audience. 

Everyone around me, crowded up around the stage, was belting out each familiar hit as though it 

were their own song. This is key to understanding the success of CCRevisited- the music Cook 

and Clifford recorded so long ago with original lead guitarist, vocalist and songwriter John 

Fogerty and his brother Tom has so much become the property of the people themselves, that the 

band basically needed only plow into any one of the many Creedence hits and the audience was 

more than willing to take it from there. 

 

Of course, that’s not all there was to CCRevisited, making the experience more than nostalgia. In 

particular, lead guitarist Tal Morris was a fiery presence on stage- stepping forward at those 

well-established times in each song for the guitarist to let ‘er rip.  

Lead vocalist and guitarist John Tristao was also a dynamic presence- his piercing tenor 

achieving the proper roughness, but also establishing his own turf- through passionate personal 

vocal inflections in this well-worn material. Multi-instrumentalist Steve Gunner added able 

support on keyboards, guitar and vocals. 

 

Meanwhile, Cook, on bass, and Clifford, on drums, demonstrated with polished ease their 

strength as a long time rhythm section. Clifford declared during his brief moment at the center 

mike that he and Cook had originally met when they were 13 years old, making their relationship 

go back some 49 years. Those many years have resulted in a strong natural groove together, 

underscored all the more by the resonating power of the Creedence catalog- something they 

helped to build, no matter who wrote the songs. 

 

At Thunder Mountain, so packed with fans, they were busing people over from lots at the Ranch, 

you couldn’t escape the rhythmic power of the funky “Suzie Q” or the quintessential dance 

groove of “I Heard It Through the Grapevine.” With Cook and Clifford as the lynch pins, the rest 

of the guys in CCRevisited had plenty of room to open up and burn. 

 

CCRevisited started the show, after an opening set by Running Wild, with “Born on the Bayou.” 

From there until an encore that included “Have You Ever Seen the Rain,” they had the audience 

up front dancing and happily singing along with every tune. The set list also included “Green 

River,” “Lodi,” “Who’ll Stop the Rain,” “Suzie Q,” “Hey Tonight,” “Long as I Can See the 

Light,” “Down on the Corner,” “Lookin’ Out My Backdoor,” “Midnight Special,” “Bad Moon 

Rising,” “Proud Mary” and “Fortunate Son.” Nothing sounded weak, watered down or rusty, 



rather it was a buoyant and celebrative performance, something that the people around me last 

night evidently needed and wanted.  


